In this paper, we present our approach for solving the DEBS Grand Challenge 2016 using StreamMine3G, a distributed, highly scalable, elastic and fault tolerant event stream processing (ESP) system. We first provide an overview about StreamMine3G with regards to its programming model and architecture, followed by thorough description of the implementation for the two queries that provide up-to-date information about (i) the top-3 active posts and (ii) the top-k comments with the largest maximum cliques. Novel aspects of our implementation include (i) highly optimized data structures that lower the amount of lookups and traversals, and a (ii) deterministic data partitioning and processing scheme that allows the system to scale without bounds in an elastic fashion while still guaranteeing semantic transparency. In order to better utilize nowadays many-core machines, we furthermore propose a pipelining scheme in addition to data partitioning. Finally, we present a brief performance evaluation of our system.
INTRODUCTION
The use of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn has become undoubtedly a daily routing for many of us as it not only allows people to catch up with friends and colleagues but also to share recent events and opinions through posts. Such post can be liked and commented on, and analyzing them has a non-negligible value as it allows Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. The sixth edition of the DEBS grand challenge targets the analysis of dynamically evolving social network graph data using the following two queries: the (i) identification of posts with the most activity in the social network, and (ii) identification of large communities that are currently involved in a topic [10] .
As social networks are often large in size comprising several Tera to Petabytes in data volume, a common approach for analyzing such data is MapReduce [8] as it is (i) highly scalable and (ii) provides a simple yet flexible programming interface where users can express their business logic using user-defined-functions (UDF). Unfortunately MapReduce cannot be applied here as it only provides results after minutes to hours through its strict phasing.
Although low latency solutions exist that inherited the popular MapReduce paradigm such as Apache Spark Streaming [6] and Apache Flink [1] , they are not applicable as well as they either provide results only in seconds rather than sub-seconds range or come with a less flexible and SQL inspired programming interface making it almost impossible to implement the complex business logic of the challenge in an efficient way. Hence, only streaming solutions such as Apache Storm [4] , S4 [13, 2] and Samza [3] can be used to solve the challenge as they provide a MapReduce-like interface and process data in a fully streaming manner offering results at very low latency.
Unfortunately most of the previously mentioned opensource streaming solutions do not provide explicit state support, hence, users are required to either use additional 3 rd party tools such as Redis [5] in order to keep state across multiple events or add their data structures as fields to the operator classes, however, with the disadvantage that state is not persisted and may be lost upon operator tear downs, crashes or scale-outs. In case state persistence, fault tolerance and elastic scalability is not needed, a fully custom nondistributed solution can be used rather than a full-fledged distributed streaming system. However, during our evaluation, we noticed that the state may exceed the size of the physical available memory if the parameter of the sliding window for the second query is chosen sufficiently large. Our goal was therefore to come up with a solution that is (i) fully scalable yet (ii) exhibits the performance close to a single-node custom non-distributed solution.
In this paper, we present a solution that is based on StreamMine3G, a fully distributed streaming system. Using StreamMine3G, applications can either run on a sin-gle node or in a distributed manner using multiple nodes without requiring any modification to the code. Through StreamMine3G's explicit state support, built-in fault tolerance and elasticity mechanisms, an application can furthermore survive node crashes and scale elastically to an almost infinite number of nodes. In the following sections, we present the design decisions and implementation for the individual operators that make up the two queries with the goal of achieving a good performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the reader to the general architecture of StreamMine3G, the programming model and general concepts. In Section 3, we present our solution and give details on various implementation and design decisions while in Section 4, we provide the results of micro-benchmarks showing the performance of the system. Finally, we summarize our contributions and conclude the paper in Section 5.
STREAMMINE3G ARCHITECTURE
StreamMine3G is a MapReduce-inspired distributed data stream processing system. Users express their business logic using UDFs similar as in MapReduce where the input of a method named process() consists of the incoming event and a collector object in order to output an arbitrary number of output events per input event. However, contrary to the original MapReduce paradigm, users are additionally provided with a state object which lives across several incoming events in order to allow the implementation of windowed operators such as required by the challenge.
A typical StreamMine3G application consists of several operators which are traversed by events in a specific order through a previously user-defined topology. Topologies are directed acyclic graphs (DAG) where an operator may have one or more upstream (input) operators and provide output to one or more downstream operators. The first operator of a topology is the source operator which generally listens to some port, and reads data from a network or file stream in order to convert either structured or unstructured incoming data to a StreamMine3G compatible event format for further processing of the data at downstream operators in the topology.
In order to scale with arbitrary workloads, data can be partitioned where subsets of the data will be processed by several operator instances in parallel. Similar as in MapReduce, either the default key-range-based data partitioner can be used or a custom one using the provided interface. Each operator instance can then run in parallel either in a colocated fashion or on separate nodes provided by the infrastructure/cloud provider.
StreamMine3G applications run on a cluster which comprises several StreamMine3G worker nodes where one of those nodes takes up the role of a master node. The master node is responsible for load balancing, i.e., moving operator partitions to nodes which are less utilized as well as allocating new nodes if more resources are needed. In addition to load balancing, the master node also monitors the health state of the cluster through heart beat messages. Such messages also contain performance related data such as CPU, memory and network utilization which are used to trigger re-balancing actions. In case a node goes down due to a node failure, the master node is also responsible for triggering appropriate recovery actions such as deploying a new copy of the operator, reloading it with the previously checkpointed operators state and replaying all previously in-flight events etc.
In order to provide fault tolerance with exactly-once recovery semantics, events are equipped with timestamps which are strong monotonically increasing. Furthermore, several input streams originating either from different operators or from the same but different upstream partitions are merged deterministically using an input merger. The deterministic merge allows the system to guarantee replay-ability required for roll-back recovery as well as consistency when using replicas if the user opted for the use of active replication as fault tolerance scheme.
SOLUTION
In the following, we will provide an overview about the implementation of the two queries on top of StreamMine3G.
We first semantically split the queries into different stages and operators as shown in Figure 1 The first stage consists of the source operators that consume the different source streams posts, comments, likes and friendships while the second stage contains the so called tracker operators that contain the actual business logic for the two queries. The tracker operators are partitioned in order to allow the system to scale without bounds regardless of the incoming data volume or parameters settings such as the sliding window size d for the second query. The last stage in the graph contains a single instance of the top-k operators for the computation of the global top-k for each query which is also the sink stage as it writes the output to a network or file stream whenever the top-k set changes.
Although it is possible to merge all the different stages and operators into a single method when opting for a nondistributed single node implementation, we chose the above scheme as it nicely separates the different concerns, makes the code more readable as well as scalable.
In the following, we will provide more implementation details for each of the operator stages.
Source Operator
Contrary to the previous editions of the DEBS challenge where only a single input stream served as the source of the two queries, this year's challenge requires the consumption of multiple different input streams and merging them into a single stream prior applying the business logic of a query. Since the input streams for posts, comments, likes and friendship have different formats that must be parsed, we opted to implement them as separate source operators where their output will be merged into a single event stream later on using the input merger as described in the following section. Hence, the objective of the source operators is solely the parsing of records received from the input streams which are separated by simple line breaks.
Since the parsing step and the following computation steps are decoupled from each other as they are carried out as individual operators, we can use pipelining in order to overlap the parsing and the top-k computation in order to improve throughput and performance.
Note that authors in [9] showed that it is possible to further optimize the parsing step by first parsing the input stream solely for record boundaries and then utilizing multiple threads in order to parse several individual records at once. However, such a design contradicts with StreamMine3G's architecture, its interface and processing semantics where only a single thread may call the process() method at once that contains the parsing logic.
Input Merger
In order to produce a single input stream for the business logic of the two queries, we use input mergers that merge an arbitrary number of input streams based on their logical timestamps. Note that input mergers are implicit and built-in operators in StreamMine3G which do not appear explicitly in the operator topology. Users solely have to define what part of the event shall be interpreted and used as timestamp in order to define the merge order.
The input mergers are implemented as priority queues where each entry represents an input channel. Priority queues can be implemented in several ways, either by using heaps or self-balancing binary trees as underlying data structure. Since updating the head element is the most frequent operation performed on the queue rather than insertions and removal of elements, a heap based implementation serves for the priority queue in StreamMine3G which exposes the worst case complexity of log(n) for updates to the head element. Note that an insertion or removal of an element translates to a change in topology which rather never occurs.
In the next two sections, we will describe the implementation of the top-k tracker operators for the two queries which consume the merged streams as input.
Top-3 Active Posts Tracker (Query #1)
The objective of the first query is to compute the top-3 active posts and producing an output of the updated result every time they change. For the implementation of the business logic, we will first introduce several data structures and objects used in the query as shown in Figure 2 .
First, we define a Post object which has a score counter with an initial score of 10 and is (i) incremented each time a new comment that relates to the post appears in the stream and is (ii) decremented as aging of the post and its related comments occurs. In order to keep track of the number of different users that commented on a post, the object is furthermore equipped with a set of commenters 1 holding the userIds representing the different users.
According to the challenge description, posts and comments receive an initial score of 10 points. However, as time goes by, posts and comments are aging where their score is decremented by one every 24 hours. Once a score reaches zero, the post or comment is transparently removed from the system. Unlike comments, the score of a post comprises of its own score plus the sum of scores of all its related comments which implicitly extends its life-time.
In order to keep track of the aging of posts and comments, we introduce another object called Credit. A Credit object represents either a post or a comment and can be envisioned as a simple life-time counter of the associated object. Hence, it holds a counter and a timestamp indicating the point in time when the counter will be decremented by one the next time.
Credit objects are created upon appearance of a post or comment and appended in a queue named creditsTs 2 . The idea of the creditsTs queue is to keep the expiration time of the related posts and comments already in a sorted manner in order to avoid costly lookups or traversals.
Since comments can either directly or indirectly relate to a post, we maintain two additional hash maps to resolve those chains, i.e, the transitive closure. One which maps postIds to Post objects named postIdMap 3 and one which maps commentIds to Post objects named commentIdMap 4 . The first hash map is used to retrieve quickly the Post object a comment directly replied to while the latter one is used for the transitive closure resolution, i.e., retrieving the Post object at the end of a chain of comments a comment commented on.
In order to rank posts according to their scores and for maintaining a top-3 set, Post objects are added to a special crafted double linked-list object named topk 5 . The list is self-balancing in the sense that an object that has been updated will automatically swap its position with its neighbors until the new position in the list matches its updated score. Using this special crafted double-linked list reduces the number of comparisons when maintaining order as only a single element is going to be modified each time and needs to be moved rather than multiple ones. A more detailed explanation of such an implementation can be found in [12, 14] .
We will now describe the algorithm and how the previously described objects and data structures interact with each other in order to provide a continues up-to-date view on the top-3 active posts. The pseudo-code shown in Listing 1 is a simplified version where the tracker stage does not send updates to a global top-3 stage. However, in the following section, we will provide details for the necessary changes in order to turn it into a fully distributed version that can be deployed across multiple nodes and scale with arbitrary workloads. The code can be roughly broken down into three steps: In the first step (Lines 2-9), the scores of previously received posts and comments are updated based on the move forward in time of the incoming event. However, we evaluate only timestamps which are less than the timestamp of the incoming event here. Next, the information of the incoming event based on its type (post or comment) is added (Lines 10-38) while in the last step, we now update the scores of previously received posts and comments where the timestamps match exactly the timestamp of the incoming event. This three step approach is important to follow as otherwise posts that have an expiry at the same time as new incoming and related comments may not be able to survive as they are purged before considering the new information. We will now walk through the code as depicted in Listing 1.
In a first step, we update the timestamp of the state object based on the incoming event recording the move forward in time (Line 2). Next, we compute the cutoffTime which is in the past by subtracting the amount of seconds for a day from the timestamp of the incoming event (Line 3). The cutoffTime is then used to iterate through the creditsTs queue which contains all the credit objects. Note that the creditsTs queue is sorted by timestamp, i.e., the Credit object with the lowest timestamp is located at the head while new Credit objects are always appended to the tail. During iteration, the Credit object is check if it expired and if this makes its associated Post object obsolete using the HandleExpiration() method (Line 7). In case a post or comment expired which then may change the order of the topk set, we call the CheckModification() method (Line 9) in order to determine if the topk set really changed or not in order to produce the necessary output. In order to reduce the number of such modification checks, we limit the call to this method only if a move forward in time of the expired Credit objects occurred. This move can be detected by first recording the timestamp of the head element using the local variable lastTs (Line 6) and then comparing this timestamp with the timestamp of the new head element of the creditsTs queue. Note that the head element of the creditsTs queue is removed inside the HandleExpiration() method (Line 7). In case the timestamps do not match (Line 8) which means that the previously purged Credit object was older then the current one, a modification check must be forced as the logical time advanced.
In the next step, we first determine if the new incoming event is either a post or a comment (Lines 10 & 16). In case the event is a post, we first copy its properties such as the text, postId and userId to a new Post object (Line 11). In addition to the Post object, a Credit object is being created (Line 12). In order to specify that this Credit object belongs to the newly received post, the postId and userId fields of the Post object are set accordingly (Lines 13 & 14) . Finally, the Post object is added to the postIdMap hash map (Line 15) so that it can be retrieved quickly if future comments replied to this specific post.
In case the incoming event reveals to be a comment rather than a post, a Comment object is being created (Line 17) where all relevant information such as the text, commentId and userId is copied as well. In a similar fashion as with posts, a Credit object is being created (Line 18) and the commentId and userId fields set accordingly (Lines 19-20) . In case the comment was a direct reply to a post, the associated Post object is retrieved from the postIdMap hash map (Line 21-22). In case the comment was solely a reply to another comment, we resolve the transitive closure by retrieving the associated Post object from the commentIdMap hash map instead (Line 23-24).
In situations where comments are referring to non-existing posts or comments, e.g., due to expiry, the postIdMap and commentIdMap hash maps may return NULL where we simply stop the processing of the event by exiting the Process() method (Line 29) directly. In all other cases, the userId of the commenter is added to the commenters set that belongs to the Post object by utilizing its addCommenter() method (Line 26). For the correct resolution of the transitive closure, we furthermore add an entry in the commentIdMap hash map using the commentId of the incoming event (Line 27).
Regardless if the incoming event was a post or comment (Line 30), we then increment the score of the Post object through the incScoreBy10() method (Line 31) and set a reference to the Post object the Credit object is referencing in order to update its scores correctly in future (Line 32). In addition to the reference, we also set the timestamp of the credit to the incoming event causing a modification in the score (Line 33). Finally, the Credit object is then appended to the tail of the creditsTs queue (Line 34). In case the incoming event reveals to be a new post, we also add the Post object to the topk list (Lines 35-36) otherwise, we simply update the post's position using the update() method (Line 38) which causes the object swapping its position in order to move up or down within the topk list.
As previously mentioned, in the last step we handle the expiration of Credit objects with the same expiry as the incoming event (Lines 39-41), followed by a final modification check of the topk list using the CheckModification() method (Line 42).
The pseudo-code for the expiration handling of posts and comments is depicted in Listing 2. The code consists roughly of two parts: First we check if the decrement led to an expiry of the credit counter (Lines 4-13) or if only the credit counter was decremented and needs to be re-appended to the creditsTs queue for future decrements (Lines 14-16).
Listing 2 Query#1 Expiration Handling 1: function handleExpiration(credit, state) 2:
credit.remove() remove item from creditsTs queue
3:
creditExpired ← credit.decScoreBy1()
4:
if creditExpired = true then
5:
post ← credit.post
6:
post.removeCommenter(credit.userId)
7:
if credit.postId = −1 then
8:
state.postIdMap.remove(credit.postId)
9:
if credit.commentId = −1 then
10:
state.commentIdMap.remove(credit.commentId)
11:
if post.score= 0 then
12:
post.remove() remove item from topk list
13:
state.postIdMap.remove(post.postId)
14:
else
15:
credit.ts ← credit.ts+DAY
16:
creditsTs.appendToTail(credit)
In a first step, the Credit object is removed from the head of the creditsTs queue (Line 2). Next we decrement the score of the Credit object using the decScoreBy1() method and check if the decrement led to an expiry or not. Note that the decScoreBy1() method also transparently decrements the score of the associated Post object. In case the Credit object expired, we first retrieve the associated Post object (Line 5). Next, we remove the commenter's userId if the credit belonged to a comment previously (Line 6). In addition to the removal of the commenter, we also remove all references from the postIdMap and commentIdMap hash maps in order to break the transitive closures (Lines 7-10).
Since the expiry of the Credit object can also lead to an expiry of the associated Post object if there are no further comments that have extended the life-time of the post, we also need to check if the post's score has reached zero (Line 11). If this is the case, we remove the post from the topk list (Line 12) and from the postIdMap hash map.
Finally, Listing 3 depicts the modification check for the first query. The intuition for the modification check is as follows: We use a static array named topkOld which contains the top-3 entries of the previous output. In order to detect a change in the top-3, we simply iterate over the current top-3 using the topk list and the topkOld array and produce an output if they do not match.
In order to perform the check, a boolean variable named modified is first set to false (Line 2). Next, we iterate over the two data structures and stop the iteration (Line 7) as 
20:
return false soon as a mismatch has been detected (Line 3-8). Finally, we output the current timestamp (Line 10), and iterate over the current topk list, outputting its entries (Line 15), and updating the topkOld array (Line 14) simultaneously. In case the top-3 does not have sufficient elements (3), a blank line is outputted instead (Line 19) and the entry in the static topkOld array set to −1 (Line 18).
Top-k Comments Tracker (Query #2)
While the goal of the first query was to provide a continuous up-to-date view on the top-3 active posts, the objective of the second query is to provide a similar view, however, with the top-k comments where the popularity of a comment is defined by the maximum clique of people that liked that comment within a sliding window of d seconds. In order to provide such a view, we will use similar data structures as in the first query, however, with slight deviations as depicted in Figure 3 . We first define a Comment object which has a counter representing the maximum clique, and a set named userIds ( 1 in Figure 3 ) holding the userIds of people that liked that comment. All Comment objects are part of the selfbalancing topk list 2 similar as in the first query.
In order to efficiently evaluate if a comment expired, i.e., moved out of the sliding time-based window, we maintain additionally a queue named commentsTs 3 where the head of the queue contains a pointer to the comment with the lowest timestamp, i.e., the oldest one, and the tail the most recent one.
For a quick accesses of Comment objects within the topk list whenever a comment was liked, we maintain an additional hash map named commentIdMap 4 with a mapping of commentIds to Comment objects.
In order to maintain the association of what comments are liked by which user and vice versa, we use a bi-directional mapping. First, the userIdMap 5 contains a mapping of userIds to a set of Comment objects the user liked, while the userIds 1 set part of the Comment object maintains the information what comments were liked by which user. Hence, when a comment expires, those data structures must be updated appropriately to ensure consistency.
The information about who is befriended with whom is maintained through the friendshipMap hash map 6 which contains a mapping of userId to a set of userIds.
Listing 4 depicts the pseudo-code of the top-k tracker operator for the second query. The code can be broken down roughly into the following two parts: First, purging of obsolete information, i.e., expired comments (Lines 4-10) and addition and incorporation of new information in the second part (Lines 11-35). 
7:
comment.remove() remove item from topk list
8:
for each userId in comment.userIds do
9:
state.userIdMap.remove(userId)
10:
state.commentIdMap.remove(comment.id)
11:
if event = COM M EN T then
12:
comment ← event
13:
state.commentsTs.appendToTail(comment)
14:
state.topk.appendToTail(comment) 
31:
for each commentU ser1 in cmntsLkdByU sr1 do
32:
for each commentU ser2 in cmntsLkdByU sr2 do
33:
if commentU ser1 = commentU ser2 then
34:
updateRange(state, commentU ser1)
35:
checkModification(state)
When processing an incoming event, we first record the timestamp of the incoming event in order to track the advancement of logical time (Line 2). Second, we compute the cutoffTime by subtracting the provided parameter d given in seconds from the current state of the logical time (Line 3). Next, we iterate over the commentsTs queue as long as sufficient elements are available and the cutoffTime is larger than the head element's one (Line 4). Comment objects that meet the condition are removed from the head of the queue (Line 6) and the topk list (Line 7). The removal step also implies the deletion of the mapping of userIds to the Comment object from the userIdMap (Line 9) by iterating through the set of userIds associated with the Comment object (Lines 8-9) .
In a next step, the information of the newly arriving event is incorporated. In case the event is a comment (Line 11), fields such as the comment text and its userId are copied to a newly created Comment object (Line 12). Afterwards, the object is appended to the tail of the commentsTs queue and the topk list. Additionally an entry in the commentIdMap hash map is being created for quick accesses in future (Line 15).
In case the event reveals to be a like of a comment, we first retrieve the comment that was liked through the commentIdMap hash map (Line 18) and add the userId of the user that liked the comment to the set of userIds. Furthermore, the Comment object is added to the set of comments a user liked (Line 21) which is stored in the userIdMap (Line 20). Lastly, we recompute the maximum clique of the comment as another user started liking it by calling the updateRange() method.
The last case covers the situations when two people became friends, i.e., a friendship event has been received. If so, we first retrieve the set of friends for friendA from the friendshipMap (Line 25) and add friendB to it (Line 26). We do the same for friendB where we add friendA to the set of friends for friendB (Lines 27-28).
Next, we retrieve the sets of comments which each of those newly befriended friends liked by accesses the userIdMap (Lines 29-30) and iterate through both sets and only call the updateRange() method (Line 34) when there is an intersection (Line 33), i.e., when the two befriended friends liked the same comment.
In the last step, we perform a modification check of the topk list in a similar fashion as in the first query. However, since now the top-k is parameterized with k, a simple linked list is now used for recording the previous top-k topkOld rather than a static array.
In order to determine the maximum clique, we use an optimized version as described by authors in [11] rather than the original algorithm as proposed by Bron and Kerbosch [7] where we first generate an adjacency matrix based on the set of friends that are befriended and liked the comment under consideration.
Rather than applying a static maximum clique algorithm, the use of an iterative/streaming version can be beneficial as it allows to trade computational time by space/memory. However, as the main memory of the evaluation machine is limited to 8 GBs, we leave the exploration of an iterative maximum clique version for future work.
Global Top-K
In order to run the presented solution in a fully distributed manner, the use of data partitioning with a single per query global top-k operator as sinks is needed.
With regards to the first query, the data can be split by posts using their postIds. However, since comments can be chained and for a correct resolution of the transitive closure, such events must be broadcasted to all instances of the tracker/worker operator for the first query. Also, in case time moved forward between the reception of a comment followed by a post event, the post event must also be broadcasted in order to trigger a re-evaluation of expired entries at all tracker instances through silence propagation, i.e., punctuation. The global top-k operator consists of a single topk list which is updated through update messages every time the local top-ks at the tracker operator stage change. In order to prevent the single instances of the global topk operator becoming a bottleneck, intermediate stages can be inserted that combine multiple local top-ks in order to reduce the amount of updates propagated. The data partitioning of the second query is much simpler as for the first one as the comments do not build up chains here. Hence, the comments with their commentIds can be used for partitioning the data efficiently. Since likes contain a commentId, those events can also routed to the appropriate partitions without having to use a broadcast. Solely friendship events must be broadcasted to all partitions as they only contain information about the relation of friends, however, not the comments those friends liked.
In order to guarantee that the logical clock always advance consistently across all tracker instances, silence propagation, i.e., punctuation events must be broadcasted in case the source detects a move forward in time which has not been already propagated through a previous comment, like or friendship event.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of two micro benchmarks we executed in order to assess the performance of our proposed solution. For the evaluation, we deployed the queries using the single-node execution mode of StreamMine3G. All experiments ran on a single server equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5405 (quad core) CPUs, 8 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 14.04.4 LTS. As for the data set, we used the officially provided/available medium scale data set comprising roughly 1.6 million records.
Although StreamMine3G provides several wrappers to implement operators in interpreter languages such as Java or JavaScript, we opted to implement the query operators in C++ using StreamMine3G's native interface in order to achieve the best performance.
The objective of our first benchmark is to determine the best level of parallelism: As the evaluation by the challenge chiefs is performed using a single quad core machine, our goal was to utilize all available cores as much as possible. This can be achieved by (i) running the queries simultaneously as well as (ii) pipelining of operators.
Parallel Execution of Queries
Since the comments stream is consumed by both queries, a natural way of creating topologies in StreamMine3G is the one depicted at the left side of Figure 4 where only a single comments source operator instance exists providing input for the two downstream different queries. In fact, the query graph shown (left) is also identical to the output when applying query optimizers which aim to maximize the reuse of previous computation.
Although such an operator topology may increase the reuse of previous results, it is disadvantageous in the context to the DEBS challenge when comparing its performance to a topology as shown to the right in Figure 4 where both queries are independently fed with their own instances of comments source operators.
The performance results for those two setups are depicted in Figure 5 where the left column in the graphs represent the setup where both queries share a single comments source operator versus the performance of the individual queries in a non-shared/independent setup.
As shown in the left graph of Figure 5 , the throughput for the second query is almost a magnitude higher than when running in the shared setup. The difference becomes even more obvious when comparing the run-times and latencies for the two setups (middle and right graph in Figure 5) . Here, the run-times and latencies are always higher then when running independently. This effect is not visible for the first query in the left most graph as here the first query needs to first filter out non-relevant events from the stream merged which is reported in the throughput measurements.
The reason for this low performance in the shared mode is back-pressure where the slower query (in our case the first query) slows down automatically the second, increasing their run-time as well as latency. Only if both queries can read from the source streams independently at their own paces, the best performance can be achieved.
Although our measurements revealed the best performance using the provided medium scale data set, it may not be the case for larger data sets as old fashioned hard disks may start heavily seeking when running the two comments source operator instances simultaneously on the same machine.
Pipelining of Operators
In the next micro-benchmark, we investigated the effect of pipelining. Since the business logic is split into multiple operators, the execution of those operators can be conveniently pipelined which allows to improve throughput without using costly synchronization mechanisms to ensure semantic transparency.
For the experiment, we enabled pipelining between the source and tracker operators so that parsing and merging of the records can be executed in parallel. The data pipeline is carried out as a producer consumer queue where we evaluated a mutex-based implementation versus a lock-free implementation similar as with the Disruptor [15] pattern commonly used in stream processing systems.
The results for the experiment are shown in Figure 6 . In addition to the mutex and lock-free pipelined version, we also evaluated the performance of a non-pipelined execution where events are sequentially passed from one operator to its successor operator. Figure 6: Pipelining using mutex and lock-free based producer/consumer queues, and strict sequential execution.
As shown in the graph, the lock-free implementation provides a clear benefit compared to a mutex-based pipelined and a strict sequential execution. Interestingly, for the second query, the mutex-based execution even performs worse than a strict sequential execution. We account this effect to heavy thread contention on the mutex locks which decreases throughput compared to the strict non-pipelined sequential execution. As an alternative, a threshold based approach can be used that reduces the number of thread context switches and contention as authors have shown in [9] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented our solution for solving the DEBS grand challenge in the context of social network graphs analysis. The contributions are as follows: We first presented the architecture of our solution that runs on top of StreamMine3G, a distributed, stateful, fault tolerant and elastic stream processing engine. We then provided various implementation details of the two queries that utilize a set of data structures with forward and backward links in order to minimize the number of lookups and iterations to efficiently purge outdated data and to incorporate new data.
We also executed two micro benchmarks in order to determine the best level of parallelism and the effect of parallel execution of operators through pipelining. Our results show that the independent execution of the two queries outperforms a coupled setup with shared source streams due to back pressure. With regards to pipelining, our results revealed that pipelining improves performance, however, only when using a lock-free shared queue rather than a mutexbased one. Using our approach, we are able to process more than two years of data in roughly four seconds on a single node equipped with four cores. For future work, we consider the exploration of an incremental version for the computation of the maximum cliques in the second query.
